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We have another year behind us now
and can look back at 2013 with a major
sense of accomplishment. The highlight,
of course, was the celebration of our
40 years as a multi-level-marketing
company. It is hard to believe it has
BEENTHATLONGSINCEOURVERYlRST
AMSOIL Dealers came on board and
began what would become a wonderful
journey of opportunity and success. I
cannot possibly express how gratifying
it has been to witness the efforts of the
countless Dealers who have realized their
dreams through the AMSOIL business
opportunity. It is equally gratifying to know
that countless more will follow.
Our job now is to build on the many
accomplishments we saw this past year.
We can all look forward with optimism.
First, Dealers can be assured that our
efforts in product development will
continue to provide sales opportunities
across the full spectrum of markets. This
past year alone saw the introduction
of several new products and the
repackaging and repositioning of
others. We expanded our Signature
Series family to include Multi-Vehicle
Synthetic Automatic Transmission Fluid
AND&UEL %FlCIENT3YNTHETIC!UTOMATIC
Transmission Fluid. These oils excel in
demanding conditions, and we have
heard from Dealers who are already
lNDINGGREATSUCCESSINTHOSEMARKETS
where towing, severe-service and other
high-heat applications are common.
The addition of OE Automatic
Transmission Fluid opens doors of
opportunity, as well. These products
deliver the performance of advanced
synthetic technology at a cost attractive to
virtually all consumers. Like our OE Motor
Oil, they are priced right for installers, and
all Dealers should remain aggressive in
expanding their penetration in this market.
Opportunities in the diesel market have
also expanded with the reformulation
of our Diesel Injector Clean and Diesel
Injector Clean + Cold Flow. These
products do an outstanding job of
cleaning traditional injector deposits
and now, with reformulations, the tough-



to-remove deposits we are seeing in
modern high-pressure common-rail diesel
engines. Plus, the bold new packaging
catches eyes from the retail shelf.
Our aerosols were also repackaged
with a clean, consistent look. AMSOIL
Synthetic 2-Stroke Injector Oil was
introduced, appealing to cost-conscious
consumers, and our grease line was
expanded to reach additional markets.
I could go on. The point is, more
opportunities in more markets mean
more sales.
Dealers can also be assured we will
REMAINlRMLYCOMMITTEDTOREINVESTING
INTHECOMPANY3IGNIlCANTINVESTMENTS
were made this past year in a full range
of projects. Most notable was our new
mechanical lab. This facility features
three 480-square foot dynamometer
cells capable of housing a minimum of
two dynos each. It is truly state-of-the-art
and is rivaled only by facilities owned
by major equipment manufacturers
and additive companies. We now have
the ability to conduct virtually all of our
performance testing on-site, allowing
quicker turn-around and more thorough
test results. We can also modify test
conditions to measure variables we were
unable to measure at outside facilities.
All of this will allow us to create marketing
materials that Dealers can use to
generate sales.
Substantial investment was also
MADEINlELDTESTING/UR,AS
Vegas Taxi Cab Field Study
reveals the results of
a grueling 18-vehicle,
1.2-million-mile marathon
test. It demonstrates
conclusively that
AMSOIL Signature
Series Motor Oil and
AMSOIL Signature
Series Multi-Vehicle
Synthetic Automatic
Transmission Fluid
provide superior
protection against sludge
and wear for extended
drain intervals in the most
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demanding operating conditions.
You can be sure, also, that AMSOIL
will continue our investments in
strengthening brand awareness. We
WILLAGAINHAVESIGNIlCANTPRESENCEIN
both niche and mainstream publications,
including Motor Trend, Car and Driver
and Popular Mechanics. A full stable
of racers will be wearing the AMSOIL
colors, and we’ll gain considerable
television exposure through the racing
series we sponsor. Those people who
attend the major motorcycle rallies will
AGAINSEE!-3/),ASTHEOFlCIALOIL 
and our presence in social media will
continue to gain momentum.
Bottom line, the company is doing all it
can to support our Dealers’ efforts. It’s
now up to Dealers to do all they can to
cash in on the opportunities.

!*n!Lo!MATUZIO
President and CEO, AMSOIL INC.
$EAN!LEXANDER
Executive V.P. /
#HIEF&INANCIAL/FÚCER

!LAN!MATUZIO
Executive V.P. /
#HIEF/PERATING/FÚCER

!*n!Lo!MATUZIO
President &
#HIEF%XECUTIVE/FÚCER
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Diesel engines are the most widely used
engines in the world. They can be found
in ocean freighters, railroad locomotives,
garbage trucks, tractors, pick-up trucks
and dozens of other applications. Big
or small, diesel engines are capable
of producing the high horsepower and
torque needed to get the job done.
Their operation and performance,
however, are dependent upon the
quality of the fuel that goes into the tank.
&UELQUALITYHASASIGNIlCANTEFFECT
on overall diesel performance. As
diesel fuels have become more
complex, producing them presents
NEWCHALLENGESFORRElNERS4HEY
typically require detergent and lubricity
ADDITIVES CONDUCTIVITYANDCOLD mOW
improvers and an increasing proportion
of biofuels. As a result, it’s essential for

RElNERSTOFULLYUNDERSTANDTHEBENElTS 
interactions, ratios and potential harms
of these different components.
Fuel injection systems and engines
themselves are becoming increasingly
complex. Both fuel economy and
performance are highly dependent on
getting the right amount of fuel into the
combustion chamber in the correct
physical form at the correct time. Fuel
injection systems
are traditionally
high-maintenance
and, as a result,
performancerelated issues are
COMMON3PECIlC
diesel fuel
parameters can
have a big effect

on injector performance and resulting
diesel vehicle operation.
AMSOIL offers a full line of premium
diesel fuel additives formulated to keep
fuel systems clean and operating at top
EFlCIENCY

ACB
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PREMIUM AMSOIL SYNTHETIC
GREASES FOR EVERY APPLICATION
AMSOIL offers a full line of premium synthetic greases,
including new Arctic Synthetic Grease, for a wide
range of applications, including over-the-road, off-road,
automotive, racing and industrial.

$/-).!4/2®
3YNTHETIC2ACING
'REASE
NLGI #2, GC/LB
s (IGH PERFORMANCEAND
racing applications

!RCTIC3YNTHETIC'REASE
AMSOIL Arctic Synthetic Grease (GEC)
provides extreme low-temperature
pumpability and superior protection for
equipment operating in harsh climates
where temperatures drop well below
freezing, ensuring superior load and wear
protection where conventional greases
are ineffective. Many greases marketed
FOREXTREME COLDAPPLICATIONSSACRIlCE
wear protection to ensure low-temperature
pumpability. AMSOIL Arctic Synthetic
'REASEMAKESNOSUCHSACRIlCEITPUMPS
and still protects down to -40°F.

GRG

3YNTHETIC0OLYMERIC
4RUCK #HASSISAND
%QUIPMENT'REASE

0ERFORMANCE&EATURES
s/UTSTANDINGCOLD TEMPERATURE
pumpability

NLGI #1 AND NLGI #2
s (EAVY DUTYOVER THE ROAD
applications, including
tractors and trailers,
DELIVERYmEETS DUMP
trucks, refuse haulers, utility
mEETS EMERGENCYSERVICE
vehicles and more

s%XCELLENTMECHANICALSTABILITY
s3UPERIORPROTECTIONAGAINSTWEARAND
corrosion
s,ONGSERVICELIFE
s7ITHSTANDSHIGHLOADSANDPRESSURES
'%#

!PPLICATION2ECOMMENDATION
AMSOIL Arctic Synthetic Grease is
recommended for industrial machinery,
heavy-duty automotive and industrial
equipment, chassis, bearings, off-road
and heavy equipment operating in arctic
climates.

'042

'042

Arctic Synthetic Grease
Stock #

Units

Pkg./Size

GECCR
GECCR
GECCR

EA
CA
PK

(1) 15-oz. Cartridge
(10) 15-oz. Cartridges
(40) 15-oz. Cartridges

Wt.
Lbs.

1.0
10.0
40.0

U.S.
Wholesale

7.96
77.00
299.25

Buy AMSOIL Online

U.S. Sugg.
Retail

Can.
Wholesale

Can. Sugg.
Retail

11.10
103.95
404.00

9.00
87.00
338.00

12.50
117.50
455.00
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3YNTHETIC-ULTI
0URPOSE'REASE

8 4REME3YNTHETIC
&OOD'RADE'REASE

NLGI #2, GC/LB

NLGI #2, NSF-APPROVED

s (EAVY ANDLIGHT DUTY
applications, including
automotive wheel bearings

&/2-%2,953$!( 

s &OODSERVICEANDPHARMAceutical industry equipment
GXC

',#

3YNTHETIC7ATER
2ESISTANT'REASE
NLGI #2, GC/LB
s 6EHICLESANDTRAILERS
frequently exposed to
water, mud, snow and ice

'72

3YNTHETIC
&IFTH 7HEEL'REASE

3YNTHETIC(IGH
6ISCOSITY,ITHIUM
#OMPLEX'REASE

NLGI #2

NLGI #2

s &IFTH WHEELHITCHESUSED
in trucking and trailer
applications

s(EAVY DUTYINDUSTRIAL
machinery
'6#

&7'

3YNTHETIC0OLYMERIC
/FF 2OAD'REASE
3PRAY'REASE

'30

s(ARD TO REACH
equipment, including
hinges, springs
and other common
applications

3EMI &LUID
3YNTHETIC%0'REASE

NLGI #1 AND NLGI #2

NLGI #00

s (EAVY DUTYOFF ROAD
applications, including
agricultural, construction,
landscaping, logging
and mining equipment

s ,EAKYGEARBOXESIN
INDUSTRIALANDmEETAPplications, centralized
lubrication systems,
truck wheel hubs and
applications that are
DIFlCULTTOSERVICE

'0/2
'0/2

'3&
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MAKING THE LEAP:

CONVERTING YOUR PASSENGER VEHICLES
TO AMSOIL PRODUCTS
)FYOUUSE!-3/),PRODUCTSONLY
INYOURPOWERSPORTSEQUIPMENT 
YOUmREMISSINGOUT
4HROUGHSPONSORSHIPOFHIGH PROlLE
racers, events and series, AMSOIL has
developed a tremendous and loyal base
of powersports customers. Many began
using AMSOIL products after hearing
about them at the track and witnessing
THEBENElTSTHEYPROVIDERACERS/THERS
began using AMSOIL products after
reviewing test data that convinced them
TOGIVETHEPRODUCTSASHOT(OWEVER
they discover AMSOIL products, most
powersports customers experience their
BENElTSANDBECOMELIFELONGFANS
A widely held misconception is that
optimum performance is just for racers.
(OWEVER MOSTPOWERSPORTSCUSTOMERS
are also looking to get the most from



their equipment. They appreciate
AMSOIL products because of their
superior quality and they perform as
advertised.
When it comes to getting the best
performance from your equipment,
why stop at powersports? AMSOIL
offers a range of products that help you
get increased performance from your
passenger vehicle. The same types
OFBENElTSYOUEXPERIENCEWITHYOUR
powersports equipment often carry over
to your passenger car or truck when
you convert it to AMSOIL synthetic
motor oil. For example, both AMSOIL
INTERCEPTOR® Synthetic 2-Stroke Oil
and AMSOIL Signature Series 5W30 Synthetic Motor Oil have excellent
COLD mOWPROPERTIESANDLOWPOUR
points (-72°F and -60°F, respectively).
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Both lubricants also excel in high
temperatures and extreme operating
conditions, reduce emissions during
operation and help prevent engine wear.
!DDITIONALBENElTSYOUWILLEXPERIENCE
with Signature Series Synthetic Motor Oil
in your gas-powered car or truck include
increased fuel economy and extended
drain intervals.
AMSOIL synthetic diesel oils also offer
improved fuel economy, reduced oil
consumption and emissions, wear
control, viscosity retention and extended
drain intervals.
If you’re looking to get the best
performance from all your vehicles,
NOWISTHETIMETODISCOVERTHEBENElTS
offered by AMSOIL synthetic motor oil.

AMSOIL ONLINE STORE
T E C H

TA L K

Synthetic lubricants deliver
MAXIMUMFUELEFlCIENCY
Accurately measuring fuel-economy gains,
HOWEVER ISEXTREMELYDIFlCULT

$AN0ETERSON | 6)#%02%3)$%.4 4%#(.)#!,$%6%,/0-%.4
I have a confession to make: I am on
my way to becoming a grouchy old
man. Not the type who is grouchy
with people, just with situations that
make me feel helpless. One of these
situations happens every two weeks
while shelling out a fortune for gas
at the pump. I understand that the
early symptoms of “grouchy-old-man
syndrome” start at age 50 and appear
as incoherent mumbling at the gas
pump when the receipt comes out.
h&ORTY NINEBUCKSTOlLLTHISLITTLETANKÐ
Someone should go to jail.” I think
we all struggle with putting so much
money into gasoline or diesel fuel every
month, but it is a reality we face.
Still, we want some level of control over
OURlNANCIALLIVES SOMANYOFUSLOOK
for ways to reduce fuel consumption
and regain some control. In fact,
one of the reasons people choose
to buy AMSOIL products is for the
FUEL ECONOMYBENElTS3OHOWDO
you verify that you are enjoying fuelECONOMYBENElTSFROMANYPRODUCTOR
technology? Everyone probably does it
a little differently.
The important inputs for fuel economy
are the number of miles traveled and
the amount of fuel used. One common
method is to record how many miles
YOUDROVEBETWEENlLL UPS)FYOU
record the amount of fuel you put in the
VEHICLEWHENYOUlLLUPANDTHEAMOUNT
OFMILESDRIVENSINCETHELASTlLL UP YOU
get a rough idea of fuel economy by
dividing the trip miles by the gallons
pumped into the tank – assuming you
lLLEDTHETANKTOTHEBRIMATTHELAST
lLL UP4HEREAREVARIABLESTHATAFFECT
THISCALCULATIONnTHEABILITYTOlLLTOTHE
same level each time, the accuracy
of the meter on the pump, the octane
value of the fuel going into the vehicle,

the ethanol content of the fuel, etc. All
affect the recorded amount of fuel you
use. An alternative method is using the
fuel mileage gauge on your vehicle.
With this method, you can actually
measure fuel-economy differences
affected by driving routines on the
same tank of fuel.
Another big variable affecting the
amount of fuel consumed is driving
conditions. We all know that nonhybrid vehicles get much better fuel
economy in highway driving compared
to city driving. It takes a lot of fuel to
start a vehicle and get it going from a
dead stop. So when you examine fuel
economy on your last tank of fuel, do
you count the number of times you
stopped and started the vehicle in city
driving to make sure it was equal to
the last tank of fuel? What about the
number of hills? Wind? It makes a big
DIFFERENCEÐ)STHEREREALLYADIFFERENCEIN
fuel economy between driving 65 mph
and 68 mph? It can’t add up to much,
right? Let’s take a look at a recent
example (see chart below).
So it looks like there is a difference
in fuel economy in my 2010 Ford
Fusion driving 68 mph vs. 65 mph.

On average it’s about 0.7 mpg or
2.3 percent. It looks like increasing
my speed to 72 mph decreases fuel
economy by 2.0 mpg or 6.2 percent
from the 65 mph level.
If I am looking to verify a 5 percent
improvement in fuel economy by using
AMSOIL synthetic lubricants, I need
to be pretty careful and try to control
every variable possible. Even a 3 mph
difference affects fuel economy by 2.3
PERCENT)NREALITY ITISVERYDIFlCULT
to control all the variables affecting
fuel economy. Most of the time, the
variability in driving routines, equipment
condition, fuel quality, tire pressure,
wind conditions, outside temperature,
etc. create so much change that it is
almost impossible to clearly see a 5
percent fuel economy difference due to
a lubricant change.
What we do know is that, under
controlled conditions, there are
SIGNIlCANTDIFFERENCESBETWEENUSING
lower-quality petroleum lubricants and
correctly designed synthetic lubricants.
The data is overwhelming and it makes
logical sense, but all the other variables
affecting fuel economy get in the way
sometimes.

Grouchy-Old-Man 2010 Ford Fusion
4IME
4IME3PEED
&UEL%CONOMYPER$ASH'AUGE
1:15 p.m. - 1:40 p.m. ............... 65 mph ....................................................................32.4
1:41 p.m. - 2:06 p.m................ 68 mph .................................................................... 31.8
2:07 p.m. - 2:32 p.m. .............. 72 mph ....................................................................30.2
2:35 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. .............. 65 mph ....................................................................32.2
3:02 p.m. - 3:27 p.m. .............. 68 mph .................................................................... 31.5
3:30 p.m. - 3:55 p.m. .............. 72 mph ....................................................................30.4
%QUIPPEDWITHRESETTABLEFUEL ECONOMYGAUGEANDAVERYUNDERSTANDINGSPOUSE
s(IGHWAYDRIVINGCONDITIONSs2ELATIVELYmATTERRAINs(EADWINDS MPH
s#RUISECONTROLSETs-EASUREDIN MINUTEINCREMENTS
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THE TREND TOWARD
LOWER-VISCOSITY MOTOR OILS

When AMSOIL Synthetic Motor Oil was introduced in 1972, 10W-40 motor oil was widely
recommended in passenger cars/light trucks. Today, according to the Lubes‘n’Greases 2013
Industry Factbook, 10W-40 represents just 2 percent of U.S. sales. Not only that, but 10W-40 is
no longer included in the National Oil & Lube News Operator’s Survey, one of the most in-depth
studies of the oil installer market.
Today, 5W-30 is king, accounting for
PERCENTOFTHEMARKET(OWEVER 
ITSPOSITIONATTHETOPDOESNTlGURE
TOLASTMUCHLONGERACCORDINGTO
Lubes’n’Greases, SAE 5W-20 and 0WXX will represent more than 60 percent
of the passenger-car/light-truck market
before the decade ends. Most newer
4OYOTAAND(ONDAVEHICLESREQUIRE
0W-20 motor oil, while Dodge and Ford
require 5W-20 in many of their newer
vehicles. Even lighter oils are on the
horizon. Last spring, the Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) added SAE
16 to the SAE J300 Engine Oil Viscosity
#LASSIlCATION3TANDARD CLEARINGTHEWAY
for SAE 0W-16 oils.

Over time, the SAE J300 Standard was
augmented and improved. By 1926, SAE
WASADDEDANDASTANDARDSCIENTIlC
measurement of viscosity, known as
centistokes (cSt), was adopted to replace
RATEOFmOW!SMOREPEOPLEBEGAN
buying cars and changing oil throughout
the decades that followed, it became
evident that heavier grades of oil didn’t
offer the low-temperature performance
engines needed during the winter
months. As a result, many motorists
adopted the habit of switching from a
heavier oil – SAE 40, for example – to a
lower viscosity as winter approached.
The practice was both inconvenient and
wasteful.

What explains the downward trend in
viscosity? A need for improved lowtemperature performance and the need
to meet tightening corporate average
fuel economy (CAFE) requirements.
Because they circulate easier during
cold starts and improve fuel economy
due to reduced internal friction, original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) have
been recommending lower-viscosity
oils to maximize performance. Since
5W-20 and 0W-XX oils cannot be
formulated without synthetic base
stocks, demand for synthetics has
been increasing. Plus, some motorists
feel lower-viscosity oils may not provide
adequate wear protection, making
high-quality brands, like AMSOIL, even
more attractive.

#LARIFYING#OLD 7EATHER
0ERFORMANCE

4HE%RAOF-ONOGRADE/ILS
The standard for assigning the viscosity
grades most motorists are familiar with
today began in 1911 with the publication
of the SAE J300 Engine Oil Viscosity
#LASSIlCATION3TANDARD)TDElNEDONLY
lVEMONOGRADEVISCOSITIES3!% 
  AND BASEDONmOWRATES
at 100ºC (212ºF), or normal engine
operating temperature.



A major development
occurred in 1952 when
the SAE J300 Standard
was updated to include
a set of winter-grade
designations denoted
by the letter “W”. They
included 10W, 15W,
20W, 25W and 30W
and were determined
by the oil’s viscosity at
0ºF. Assigning a wintergrade viscosity helped
address problems with
oil performance in cold
weather. Automotive
engineers and motorists
had come to realize
that oils formulated
from different crudeoil sources behaved
differently in service.
For example, when the
temperature dropped
below freezing, an
3!%OILRElNEDFROM
crude oil sourced from
the Gulf Coast was

-ULTIGRADE-OTOR/ILS
Soon after, the development of viscosity
index (VI) improvers ushered in the
multigrade motor oils consumers know
today. Multigrade oils offer the best of
both worlds – good performance and
engine protection both at start-up and
once the engine has reached operating
temperature. A 5W-30 oil, for example,
OFFERSTHEmUIDITYOFAN3!%7OILAT
-30ºC and the stability of an
SAE 30 oil at 100ºC.

Did You Know?
Viscosity is the measurement of a lubricant’s resistance to
mOW)TISCONSIDERED
a lubricant’s most
important propERTY(OWVISCOSITY
reacts to changes
in temperature,
pressure or speed
determines how
well the lubricant
performs. Synthetic
lubricants maintain
viscosity during
severe operating
conditions better
than conventional
lubricants, providing
increased protection
and performance.

| JANUARY 2014
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MUCHTHICKERTHANAN3!%OILRElNED
from Pennsylvania crude. Although they
were both SAE 20 motor oils and their
viscosities were similar once the engine
reached operating temperature, the SAE
20 designation didn’t communicate the
difference in winter performance. The
introduction of winter-grade designations
changed that.

Buy AMSOIL Online

VI improvers minimize
thinning of the oil as
temperatures increase. This
allows a thinner conventional
base stock to also meet
higher temperature
requirements. Low-quality
VI improvers, however, are
PRONETOTWOSIGNIlCANT
problems: they can thicken
the oil at low temperatures
and can shear when
subjected to shearing forces
inside the engine, causing oil
VISCOSITYLOSS(IGHRATESOF
shear occur in areas where
the oil is forced through
narrow passages, such as
between the piston rings
and cylinder walls. Viscosity
loss due to shear can result
in excess oil consumption,
increased deposit formation
and wear.

AMSOIL ONLINE STORE

Motor Oil Viscosity Demand for All U.S. Cars and Light Trucks, 2012
Lubes‘n’Greases 2013 Industry Factbook

2% 1%
4%

5%

Monograde
SAE 10W-40

9%

Other Multigrade

56%

SAE 0W-20

23%

SAE 10W-30
SAE 5W-20
SAE 5W-30

How Low Can Viscosity Go?
Like other raw materials, VI
improvers are available in a range
of qualities, so while other oils may
be formulated with low-quality
VI improvers, superior oils, such
as AMSOIL synthetic motor oils,
are formulated with shear-stable
VI improvers that enhance the
oil’s low- and high-temperature
performance.
By the 1970s, multigrade oils
gained favor with OEMs, with
10W-40 emerging as the most
recommended viscosity due to
its performance in a wide range
of operating temperatures and its
FUEL ECONOMYBENElTS

4HIN)S)N
In the fall of 1973, the Organization
of Arab Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OAPEC) announced
an oil embargo against the United
3TATES LEADINGTOINmATEDGAS
prices and widespread shortages.
Two years later, the federal
GOVERNMENTINTRODUCEDTHElRST
CAFE requirements in an effort to
reduce the country’s dependence
on foreign oil. It required OEMs
to increase the average fuel
economy of their passenger car
mEETSTOATLEASTMPGBYMODEL
year 1978. CAFE standards have

since grown more strict, with an
increase to 35.5 mpg beginning
in 2016 and 54.5 mpg by 2025.
OEMs that fail to comply face
HEAVYlNES
To meet the requirements, OEMs
built smaller cars with smaller
engines that used lighter-viscosity
oils. As a result, 10W-30 soon
gained favor over 10W-40. And
by the 1990s, 5W-30 was the
most recommended viscosity, and
remains so today.

1UALITYIS+EY
Although lower-viscosity oils are
proven to increase fuel economy,
some motorists question their
ability to protect against wear.
The key is to use a premium oil
that balances fuel economy and
wear protection. AMSOIL synthetic
motor oils are formulated using
high-quality synthetic base stocks
that maintain a strong lubricating
lLMBETWEENMETALCOMPONENTS
Their premium additives resist
viscosity loss due to shear to
ensure engines receive excellent
wear protection no matter which
viscosity is used.

The trend toward lower-viscosity oils
began decades ago as a way to improve
cold-weather performance and fuel
economy. Given today’s strict fuel economy
requirements, OEMs will continue to
recommend lower-viscosity oils.

1911

SAE J300 Engine Oil Viscosity
#LASSIlCATION3TANDARDISPUBLISHED 
DElNINGlVEMONOGRADEOILVISCOSITIES

1952

Winter-grade (“W”) viscosities are added
to the SAE J300 Standard.

1970s

Many OEMs recommend 10W-40 due
to its performance throughout a broad
temperature range.

1980s

10W-30 becomes popular due to its fuel
ECONOMYBENElTS

1990s

5W-30 overtakes 10W-30 due to its
increased fuel economy.

2000s

Low-viscosity oils such as 5W-20 and
0W-XX are introduced to further increase
fuel economy.

2013

SAE 16W is added to the SAE J300
standard, clearing the way for 0W-16 oils.
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)FYOUmRELOOKINGFORA.EW
9EARmSRESOLUTIONTHATMOVES
ATASLIGHTLYFASTERPACETHAN
SHUCKINGPOUNDSTHISYEAR 
WHYDONmTYOURESOLVEYOURSELF
TOTAKINGINAN)NTERNATIONAL(OT
2OD!SSOCIATION)(2! DRAG
RACINGEVENT
4HE)(2!WASFORMEDASADIRECT
COMPETITOROFTHE.ATIONAL(OT
2OD!SSOCIATION.(2! .EW
OWNERSHIPHASIMPLEMENTED
SEVERALPHILOSOPHICALCHANGES
THATAREGENERATINGGREATBUZZ
ANDBRINGINGTHEORGANIZATION
BACKTOITSROOTS.EWFORMATS 
INCLUDINGSOMETHATWILLHAVEA
LASTINGIMPACTONTHEFUTUREOF
THEPOPULAR.ITRO*AMSERIES 
WILLHELPBRINGMORECOMPETITIVE
RACINGTOFANSTHISYEAR.EW
OWNERSHIPANDMANAGEMENT
HAVETAKENTHESPORTBACKTO
ITSFOUNDINGDAYSAND WITHTHE
ADDITIONOFNEARLYTRACKSOVER
THEPASTFEWYEARS THE)(2!
ISANEXCITINGMARKETFORDRAG
RACINGFANS
.ITRO*AMEVENTSAVERAGED
NEARLY FANSLASTYEAR 
ANDTHEORGANIZATIONHASREBUILT
THEGRASSROOTS BASED3UMMIT
3PORTSMANSERIES OFFERING
PURSESANDCLASSSTRUCTURESTHAT
OUTSHINETHECOMPETITION

!-3/),RIDERSSQUAREOFFFOR ATSEASONOPENER

Team AMSOIL/Scheuring Speed Sports
rider Tim Tremblay opened the 2013-14
AMSOIL Championship Snocross (ACS)
season with a convincing $10,000 AMSOIL
DOMINATOR® win over teammate Robbie
Malinoski.
The fan-friendly race included the top 16
snocross riders in the world squaring off
head-to-head in a tournament format. To
win, Tremblay had to survive four tough
ROUNDSOFTWO LAPSPRINTS INCLUDINGAlNAL
battle against veteran teammate Malinoski.
“I’m really happy with this win,” Tremblay
said. “Winning the AMSOIL DOMINATOR
against my teammate in the hometown of
!-3/),ITJUSTDOESNTGETANYBETTER

!STHE/FÚCIAL/ILOFTHE)(2! 
WEHOPEYOUPUTTHEORGANIZATION
ONYOURLISTIN

12

Tremblay Tames
Teammate in AMSOIL
DOMINATOR ®

h)TWASTOUGHTOFACE2OBBIEINTHElNAL
because you know the race is going to get
crazy and you might hit each other at some
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point. We’re in the same trailer, so obviously
we wanted to be safe, but we both still went
for it and it just happened to work out a little
better for me this time.”
For the riders, the event offers a unique
start to the season.
“The DOMINATOR is such a crazy format,”
said Malinoski. “You don’t have time to get
tired, but your heart rate is right up there.
You just go all-out every time because
there’s no reason to save energy for later in
the race or anything like that. It’s different
and a lot of fun.”
Every AMSOIL Championship Snocross event
will be aired live on www.amsoilracing.com.
ACS action also airs on CBS Sports Network.
Check amsoilracing.com for schedules.

AMSOIL ONLINE STORE

TORC Set to Expand
Reach in 2014
.EWOWNERSHIPBRINGSPASSION NEWVENUESTONEWYEAR
When BJ Birtwell and his company,
the Armory, took over the reigns of the
TORC Series presented by AMSOIL last
fall, he wanted to ramp up the steady
growth the series had worked on for
THEPASTlVEYEARS.EWVENUESANDA
sophisticated marketing plan are major
parts of his program. After just a few
months, the industry is taking notice.
“Short-course gets in your
blood, and all you want
to do is be a part of
it,” Birtwell told Dirt
Sports Nation last
month. “But you can’t
be guided by passion
ALONEITNEEDSTO
be balanced with
rationality. And when
I looked at the Armory’s
capabilities and what TORC
needed more of, it became clear
that there was an opportunity for us to
build on the solid foundation of what
TORC had already been creating.”
TORC announced its 2014 schedule in
early December, with several notable
ADDITIONS&ORTHElRSTTIMEINHISTORYAN
off-road series will head to the Black
(ILLSOF3OUTH$AKOTA WITHTWONIGHTS
of racing at the popular Sturgis Buffalo
Chip during the middle of the largest
motorcycle rally in the world.
Alongside a return to Charlotte, N.C.,
TORC will break new ground in middle
America. Two nights of racing will take
place at Gateway Motorsports Park in
St. Louis May 17-18.

“You can see the Gateway Arch and
St. Louis skyline from the track,” said
Birtwell. “It’s a great location and the
proximity to downtown will make the
race weekend a lot of fun for race
teams and fans. Both of these tracks
(Sturgis and St. Louis) will be ‘Crandonesque’ and purposed to showcase the
full capabilities of these trucks.”

-/.34%2%.%2'9350%2#2/33
SEASON OPENER

Anaheim, Calif.
Angel Stadium
January 4, 2014
WHO TO WATCH:
450 CLASS

250 CLASS (WEST)

Eli Tomac
7IL(AHN

Zach Osborne
:ACH"ELL

WATCH LIVE ON FOX SPORTS 1

After opening the season in Las Vegas,
the series will make its annual stops at
Bark River and Crandon, including a
SEASON ENDINGSHOWDOWNFORTHElFTH
annual AMSOIL Cup.
h7HATBETTERPLACETOlNISHTHE4/2#
season than in Crandon,” said Birtwell.
“It’s the largest event in all of shortcourse off-road racing and certainly
deserving of the ‘World Championships’
moniker. If you haven’t made it to
Crandon yet for a race, make 2014 your
year to check it off your bucket list. You
won’t be disappointed.”

!-3/),!2%.!#2/33
SEASON OPENER

Worcester, Mass.
DCU Center
January 3-5, 2014
WHO TO WATCH:
THREE-TIME
DEFENDING CHAMPION

2014 TORC Series Schedule
Las Vegas, Nev.......... Primm Off-Road Raceway............................................April 5-6
Charlotte, N.C. ........... Charlotte Motor Speedway.......................................April 25-26
St. Louis, Mo. ............. Gateway Motorsports Park ........................................ May 17-18
Crandon, Wis ............. Crandon International Off-Road Raceway ............. June 28-29
Bark River, Mich......... Bark River International Raceway .............................July 19-20
Sturgis, S.D. ............... Sturgis Buffalo Chip ..................................................August 5-6
Crandon, Wis. ............ Crandon International Off-Road Raceway ......... August 30-31

Tyler Bowers
WATCH ON FOX SPORTS 1
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/IL&ILTER2ECOMMENDATION#HANGES

,EATHER-OTORCYCLE*ACKET

Due to overlapping recommendations, the
%A+ %A/AND%A/OILlLTERSARE
discontinued. The Ea15K09 is recommended
INPLACEOFTHE%A+THE%A/IS
RECOMMENDEDINPLACEOFTHE%A/ANDTHE
EaO34 is recommended in place of the EaO37.
The online product guides have been updated
TOREmECTTHESECHANGES

Leather motorcycle jacket features
N
DEBOSSEDLOGOANDh2IDE(ARD2UN
Cool™” sleeve design. Zippered air
vents with leather tabs on front and
BACK REmECTIVEPIPINGONFRONTAND
back, zippered wrist closures, two
inside pockets (one zippered) and
MESHINNERLINING2UNSSMALLORDER
ear.
one size larger than you normally wear.
Sizes S-3X.

$ONALDSON®0RICE!DJUSTMENT
Donaldson has implemented a minimal price
adjustment for its full product line. Effective
January 1, a 2 to 3 percent price adjustment
WILLAPPLYTOALL$ONALDSONlLTERS

!-3/),$)3#/.4).5%3
.'+® 42)#/ ®!.$-/4(%23 ®
02/$5#4/&&%2).'3
Due to limited sales and elevated costs,
AMSOIL will no longer offer NGK, TRICO
or Mothers products. The products are
available while supplies last.

-!.. &),4%20RICE!DJUSTMENT
MANN-FILTER has implemented a minimal
price adjustment for its full product line. Effective
February 1, a 1.9 percent price adjustment will
apply to all MANN-FILTER products.

.EW&REIGHT2ATES0ROVIDE3AVINGSFOR
,ARGER/RDERS
The following new freight rates are effective
February 1. While AMSOIL has continued to
see freight increases from its small-parcel
carriers on the low-weight side of the scale,
forcing rates up, the company has secured
lower rates for larger orders. The new rate
table includes a number of new weight
breakdowns (under three pounds and over
1,000 pounds).
Under 1 lb.
1-3 lbs.
3-6.9 lbs.
7-13.9 lbs.
14-21.9 lbs.
22-39.9 lbs.
40-59.9 lbs.
60-99.9 lbs.
100-249.9 lbs.
251-500 lbs.
501-1000 lbs.
1001-2000 lbs.
2001-5000 lbs.
Over 5000 lbs.



$7.10
$8.10
$8.65
$9.10
$9.85
$0.47/lb.
$0.38/lb.
$0.37/lb.
$0.34/lb.
$0.30/lb.
$0.22/lb.
$0.18/lb..
$0.17/lb.
$0.14/lb.

Stock # Size

G3171
G3172
G3173
G3174
G3175
G3176

S
M
L
XL
2X
3X

U.S.

Can.

275.00
275.00
275.00
275.00
300.00
300.00

311.00
311.00
311.00
311.00
339.00
339.00

,ADIESm,EATHER-OTORCYCLE*ACKET
KET
Ladies’ leather motorcycle jacket
features debossed logo and “Ride
(ARD2UN#OOL½vSLEEVEDESIGN
Zippered air vents with leather tabs
ONFRONTANDBACK REmECTIVEPIPINGON
ON
res,
front and back, zippered wrist closures,
two inside pockets (one zippered) and
nd
MESHINNERLINING2UNSSMALLORDER
ear.
one size larger than you normally wear.
Sizes M-2X.
Stock # Size

G3182
G3183
G3184
G3185

M
L
XL
2X

U.S.

Can.

275.00
275.00
275.00
300.00

311.00
311.00
311.00
339.00

0OWER$ECAL
Innovative LED backlit AMSOIL
logo is a great attention-getter
on vehicle windows. Lights up
automatically while driving at
night, and shuts off after two minutes when parked. Works great on tinted
WINDOWS%ASYINSTALLATIONNOTOOLSREQUIRED.OTRECOMMENDEDON
windows that roll down completely. 5.5” x 3.75” logo.
Stock #

U.S.

Can.

G3122

22.95

25.90

DEALERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Be your own boss. Full-time or part-time, an AMSOIL Dealership
ISTHEIDEALBUSINESSOPPORTUNITY.OQUOTASTOlLL.OINVENTORY
requirements. Contact your sponsoring Dealer or see the Preferred
Customer Zone for more information. To upgrade to Dealer, click
the “Buy Wholesale” link at the top of www.amsoil.com or order
or download a Change of Status Form
(G18US in the U.S., G18UC in Canada)
from the Preferred Customer Zone.
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Tony Bischoff
%.').%-!34%2

4X ENGINE M A S T ER
T ON Y BI SCHOFF ON A M SOIL
9OUDOEVERYTHINGFROMPRO STOCKTOSUPER POWER7HATmSYOUR
FAVORITEKINDOFENGINEBUILD
I don’t really have a favorite engine. What I really enjoy about my
business is that we mainly build drag motors and what I enjoy
building is engines that win races. When my customer is happy,
I’m happy and it brings in more business. That’s what keeps me in
business – making sure our customers are in the winner’s circle.
7HATmSYOURTAKEON!-3/),ASANENGINEOIL
AMSOIL is a great oil. When we take the engines apart they look
fantastic. We had thousands of hours in that [engine] and we didn’t
have much testing on it. We still have 120 dyno pulls on it, so that’s
a lot, but it’s endless what you can try. When you can put that many
dyno pulls on an engine and you take it apart and it looks like it’s
barely got three dyno pulls on it, you know that the oil is just fantastic.
!CCEPT.O3UBSTITUTES

/NLINE3TOREwww.amsoil.com
Telephone:    
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#(!.'%3%26)#%2%15%34%$
0UBLISHEDTIMESANNUALLY

)3/#%24)&)%$
)3/#%24)&)%$

Filtration Solutions

7%(/./2

-INIMUM
0OST #ONSUMER&IBER

$ISCOVERIN53ONLY
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Specialized Oil for
Specialized Engines
!-3/),).4%2#%04/2 ®3YNTHETIC 3TROKE/IL
ISSPECIALIZEDFORTODAYmSSNOWMOBILEENGINES 
DELIVERINGPEAKPERFORMANCEANDMAXIMUM
ENGINEPROTECTION
POWERTOCONTROLTHETRAIL
FREEDOMTOCHOOSEYOUROIL
WWWAMSOILCOMSNOW
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